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Overview-1

I ARPA Projects 1960s and 1970s
I WEIS
I COPDAB
I Goldstein scales

I National Science Foundation: DDIR, KEDS, CAMEO
I DDIR
I KEDS, PANDA, VRA
I CAMEO and IDEA

I State Failures Project and Political Instability Task Force
I SFP Neural Network Models
I PITF Core Models
I PITF Forecasting Tournament
I PITF Data



Overview-2

I DARPA Integrated Conflict Early Warning Systems (ICEWS)
I ICEWS EOIs
I Lockheed ICEWS models
I W-ICEWS

I IARPA ACE and Good Judgment Project
I Tetlock, Expert Political Judgment
I ACE Forecasting teams
I ACE Forecasting markets



The Debate



Factors encouraging technical political forecasting-1
I Conspicuous failures of existing methods: end of Cold War,

post-invasion Iraq, Arab spring
I Success of forecasting models in other behavioral domains

I Macroeconomic forecasting [maybe...]
I Elections: Nate Silver effect
I Demographic and epidemiological forecasting
I Famine forecasting: USAID FEWS model
I Example: statistical models for mortgage repayment were quite

accurate
I Moneyball

I Technological imperative
I Increased processing capacity
I Information available on the web
I “Moore’s Law states that computing power doubles every 18

months. Human cognitive ability is pretty much a constant. This
leads to some interesting and not always desirable substitution
effects”
Larry Bartels, Princeton University



Factors encouraging technical political forecasting-2

I Demonstrated utility of existing methods, which tend to
converge on about 80% accuracy

I Political Instability Task Force
I ICEWS
I “Big Data” analytical methods

I Decision-makers now expect visual displays of analytical
information, which in turn requires systematic measurement

I “They won’t read things any more”



Feedforward vs Feedback

Feedback: change behavior based on current conditions (or with a
slight lag)

Classical control systems

Feedforward (Casti): set behaviors based on the projected impact of
the policy on a behavior in the distant future



Successful feedforward policies

I US Constitution (to 2013?)

I Marshall Plan

I Nuclear deterrence

I Euro (so far)



Feedforward failures

I European military mobilization plans ca. 1910

I U.S. policies in Iraq, Afghanistan 2003-present

I Various real estate bubbles in 2000s: US, Ireland, Spain



Why Event Data are well suited for predicting political
change

I Structural indicators such as GDP, infant mortality, past or
adjacent conflict change too slowly

I They nonetheless affect the overall probability
I Social media indicators change too quickly

I Though US government funders are completely obsessed with
this at the moment. Tweet that!

I Newsworthy events are “just right”
I And we’ve got the models to prove it
I Which is why they are “newsworthy”
I Structural indicators either are reflected in the patterns of events,

or can be additional covariates



Possible objectives for forecasts

I Relative probabilities and watch lists

I Probabilities of specific events

I Causal relations: a change in X and the probability of Y will
change

I “Actionable” relations: this is the subset of causal relations
where X could realistically to changed, and is surprisingly small



Policy relevant forecast interval:
6 to 18 months



Early technical forecasting models

I Divination model of sheep liver

I Babylonia, ca. 600 BCE

I Persian conquest of Babylonia:539 BCE
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Temple of Apollo at Delphi

Sample prediction (Herodotus): “A mighty kingdom will fall”



Parus Analytical Systems Global Headquarters [proposed]



Dueling Media Assessments



This must be important: it’s in The Economist!



But Wired is not impressed



But Phil, the best models are classified!

Hollywood tells me so!
I Yeah, right. . .
I No systematic evidence of this: if it is true, government is

spending vast resources to obscure this fact (at least from me. . . )
I Clearly isn’t operating at the policy level
I Probably some models have worked at some points in the past

but they have not proven robust
I Much more likely: there is serious snake-oil sales going on here

as well. . .
I Even if this is true, we need to reverse-engineer these to get them

into the unclassified literature and acquaint policy-makers with
the techniques

I (but it probably isn’t true. . . )



We know this about at least one classified model. . .



Source: http://xkcd.com/1274/



Challenges to integrating models into decision-making

Forecasting is hard (Tetlock) Probabilistic reasoning is hard

(Kahneman, Taleb) Statistics is new compared to deterministic

modeling and is still changing, even at very fundamental levels
I Frequentist vs Bayesian approaches
I New approaches made possible by computational advances

The answers aren’t simple, even if some colonel wants them to be
simple

I Our 20th century peer competitors were trained as political
ideologues; our 21st century peer competitors are trained as
engineers



Event Coding systems

I WEIS ca. 1965
Charles McClelland, Rodney Tomlinson, DARPA

I COPDAB ca. 1970
Edward Azar

I PANDA ca. 1990
Doug Bond

I IDEA ca. 1998
Doug Bond, Craig Jenkins and Charles Taylor

I CAMEO ca. 2002
Deborah Gerner and Philip Schrodt



Categorization of Political Interactions

I Distinct English-language verb phrases:
5,000 to 15,000
(MUC, KEDS, PANDA projects)

I Micro-level categories
50 to 200
(WEIS, BCOW, IDEA, CAMEO)

I Macro-level categories
10 to 20
(WEIS, COPDAB, IPB, World Handbook)



WEIS Primary Categories



Goldstein Scale [WEIS]



Problems with the Goldstein scale

I It started out quite arbitrary, and the CAMEO versions are even
worse

I It tends to be dominated by violence events, which mask low
levels of cooperative events

I It correlates highly with the event count, and in fact simple event
counts do almost as well, similar to the result that unweighted
equations do well

I The data are nominal!: get over it



Challenges to Coding Event Data for Contentious Politics-1

The number of actors who must be identified is substantially greater
than the number involved in inter-state events

I Detailed geographical information—city, region and
administrative unit names—may be required

I Ethnic group names may be important
I Leadership is less stable—“five minutes of fame”

Coverage in international news sources may be less consistent, with a
focus on

I Major events
I Periods when a reporter happens to be in the area
I Events in major cities (or cities with 5-star hotels)



Challenges to Coding Event Data for Contentious Politics-2

Sentences being coded may assume substantial implicit knowledge
I This is particularly true for full-story coding

In militarized conflicts, large parts of the country may be inaccessible

Activities of unidentified actors may be important: “gunmen killed
two journalists. . . ”



Challenges to Coding Event Data for Contentious Politics-2

Observation:
Every article in the remaining discussion

was published at least five years (!)
after the original research was done.

This is driving me crazy. . .
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State Failures Project

I Initiated by Vice President Gore in response to failures in
Balkans, Somalia, Rwanda

I Neural network models
I Genocide models
I Initially looking at about 700 variables, mostly economics; final

model was much simpler



Failures of the State Failures models

I Selection on the dependent variable

I Genocide project focused on extreme events and therefore the
sample was too small

I Additional problems in confusion between empirical and legal
definitions of “genocide”, hence later emphasis on “mass
killings”

I Failure to statistically adjust for rare events: King and Zeng 2001

I Neural network models were needlessly complex
I Normalization methods could not be replicated



Two very influential articles ca. 2000 - 1

Collier, Paul and Anke Hoeffer, 2004. Greed and grievance in civil
war, Oxford Economic Papers 56(4): 563-595.

I Emphasize on structural opportunity for gaining recruits such as
high levels of unemployment and poverty and ethnic diasporas
willing to provide financial support

I De-emphasis on specific political grievances
I “Greed rather than grievance”



Two very influential articles ca. 2000 - 2

Fearon, James D. and David D. Laitin, 2003. Ethnicity, Insurgency,
and Civil War, American Political Science Review 97(1):75-90.

I focus on weakness of state institutions
I structural aspects can favor insurgency by reducing costs of

mobilization: mountainous terrain, large populations, political
instability, the newness of the state, and low levels of economic
development

I Democratization is not significant
I GDP/capita is negative and significant



Ward, Bakke, Greenhill 2010
Problem with both models: pattern of significant variables does not
result in successful forecasts

Source: Ward, Bakke, Greenhill 2010. The Perils of Policy by P-Value: Predicting
Civil Conflicts. Journal of Peace Research



Ward, Bakke, Greenhill 2010: Prediction vs. significance



Ward, Bakke, Greenhill 2010: Prediction vs. significance



Political Instability Task Force

I US government, multi-agency: 1995-present

I Statistical modeling of various forms of state-level instability

I Forecasting models actively used since about 2005
I Two year probability forecasts with roughly 80% accuracy (AUC)
I Predominantly logistic models with a simple “standard PITF”set

of variables; shifting to Bayesian approaches
I (PITF has accumulated a set of 2700 variables but only a small

number end up being important predictors)



Political Instability Task Force (AJPS 2010)

This is ca. 2010



PITF-sponsored datasets

I Political 4 (Marshall)
I Institutions and Elections (Regan)
I Worldwide Atrocities (Schrodt)
I Non-state mass killings (Valentino)



PITF Variables

Source: Ben Valentino and Chad Hazlett, “Forecasting Non-state Mass Killings”, October 2012



PITF Results, ca. 2005

Source: Amer J of Pol Sci Vol 54, no. 1, Jan 2010 pg. 190



PITF Results, ca. 2005

Source: Amer J of Pol Sci Vol 54, no. 1, Jan 2010 pg. 190



PITF Forecasting Tournament

Source data: 2700 variables
I Logistic models

I Bayesian model averaging

I Random forests

I Nearest neighbor clustering

I Bayesian Markov switching model

I Hazard models
Source: Jay Ulfelder, SSRN paper



PITF Model: Non-state Mass Killings Onset

Source: Ben Valentino and Chad Hazlett, “Forecasting Non-state Mass Killings”, October 2012
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PITF: Coup Model (Michael Ward)



PITF: Coup Model (Michael Ward)



PITF: Coup Model (Michael Ward)



PITF: Coup Model (Michael Ward)

High sensitivity but also a high false-positive rate



Ulfelder Mass Killings Ensemble Model

Jay Ulfelder. 2013. A Multimodel Ensemble to Forecast Onsets of State-Sponsored Mass
Killing. Paper presented at APSA
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Jay Ulfelder. 2013. A Multimodel Ensemble to Forecast Onsets of State-Sponsored Mass
Killing. Paper presented at APSA



Ulfelder Mass Killings Ensemble Model



Automated Coding: Textual Analysis By Augmented
Replacement Instructions (TABARI)

I ANSI C++, approximately 14,000 lines of code
I Open-source (GPL)
I Unix, Linux and OS-X operating systems (gcc compiler)
I “Teletype” interface: text and keyboard

I Easily deployed on a server
I Codes around 5,000 events per second on contemporary

hardware
I Speed is achieved through use of shallow parsing algorithms
I Speed can be scaled indefinitely using parallel processing

I Standard dictionaries are open source, with around 15,000 verb
phrases for events and 30,000+ noun phrases for actors

I Coded the 200-million event GDELT dataset without crashing



Integrated Conflict Early Warning System

I Unclassified project funded by DARPA Information Processing
Techniques Office

I Funding at $35-million for 2007-2011
I Largest quantitative conflict analysis project since the 1970s
I Objective is real-time forecasting of indicators of political

instability in Asia with 6-24 month leads, 70
I Machine-coded event data has proven to be the core

methodology for accurate forecasts
I Data covers 1997-present with 8.5-million stories from 27

sources
I Model accuracy has been assessed with a strict split-sample

design
Reference:
Sean O’Brien. Crisis early warning and decision support: Contemporary approaches and thoughts on future research.
International Studies Review, 12(1):87-104, 2010.



ICEWS “Events of Interest”

I Domestic Political Crisis—Significant opposition to the
government, but not to the level of rebellion or insurgency (for
example, power struggle between two political factions involving
disruptive strikes or violent clashes between supporters)

I Rebellion—Organized opposition where the objective is to seek
autonomy or independence

I Insurgency—Organized opposition where the objective is to
overthrow the central government

I Ethnic/Religious Violence—Violence between ethnic or
religious groups that is not specifically directed against the
government

I International Crisis—Conflict between two or more states or
elevated tensions between two or more states that could lead to
conflict



ICEWS Actor Categories

I gov: government agents such as the executive, police, and
military

I par: political parties
I opp: armed opposition—rebels and military groups
I soc: society in general—civilians, businesses, professional

groups
I ios: international actors
I usa: United States



ICEWS Metrics



ICEWS Phase 1 Results: LM-ATL Out-of-Sample Results
(DARPA Chart)

I Exceeds metrics for the maximum intensity index and 3
instability events: Rebellion, Insurgency, and Ethnic/Religious
Violence: Passes Phase 1 gates

I By integrating improved versions of best models from multiple
perspectives, team achieves more accurate, precise forecasts than
any one model alone



ICEWS Phase 1 Event Data

I 30-gigabytes of text from Lexis-Nexis

I 25 sources

I 8-million stories

I 26-million sentences
I Only first four sentences coded in each story

I 3-million events

I Generally two orders of magnitude greater than any prior event
coding effort



Lockheed “Raven” System

This is ca. 2009



Lockheed iTrace System

This is ca. 2010



IARPA “Anticipating Critical Events” (ACE) Project
I Five year project sponsored by IARPA: motivation is to provide

a large number of systematically specified and scored probability
estimates to get around the rare event problem

I Utilizes teams of volunteers, mostly non-expert

I Forecast horizon: 1 to 18 months (vs 3 to 10 years in original
Tetlock research)

I Metric: Beier scores over time, with the possibility of using
ensemble methods

I Consistent, rigorous and “ungameable” resolution criteria

I Five teams initially; only one—Tetlock’s “Good Judgment
Project”—achieved the goal and remained active after two years

I Currently also experimenting with prediction markets



IARPA ACE Objectives

I whether it is possible for human forecasters working in teams to
exceed the accuracy of “dart throwing chimp”

I An “elitist search” for “super-forecasters” who do
disproportionately well

I if this was achieved, was it possible to train individuals to do
this?



Categories of ACE Questions

I Leadership Turnover and Elections in Stable Democracies

I Leadership Turnover and Social Change in Authoritarian
Regimes

I Economic and Diplomatic Decisions by International
Organizations

I Negotiation Processes

I Macro-economic Indicators and Financial Markets

I Military Actions, Casualty Counts, and Refugee Flows

I Legal Proceedings Within State Boundaries



At this point, risk invoking the wrath of the
Gods of Beamer by switching to document

showing GJP IFPs



Scoring

fc: probability assigned to the event which occurs

QSR (or Brier rule) = 2× fc − [fc2 + (1− fc)2], accuracy ranges from
-1 to +1.

LSR = ln(fc), accuracy ranges from −∞ to 0.

SSR = fc/[fc2 + (1− fc)2]
1
2 , accuracy ranges from 0 to 1.



Characteristics of good forecasters

High scores on the following measures
I fluid intelligence (tapped by tests of rapid pattern recognition

(Raven?s Progressive Matrices)

I tests of numeracy (Cokely et al., 2012; Peters et al., 2006)

I tests of cognitive impulse control (Cognitive Reflection Test;
Frederick, 2005),

I measures of crystallized intelligence (specifically, geopolitical
knowledge)

I measures of cognitive styles (test designed to measure “actively
open-minded thinking” (Baron, 2006) and “need for cognition”
(Cacioppo et al. 1984)).



Superforecasters

Method: Assign top 2% of forecasters in each year to elite teams of
super-forecasters

Result: Simple unweighted-average of the forecasts made by a group
of 60 super-forecasters in year two handily surpassed (70%) the Brier
score goals that the research sponsors set for the fourth year (50%)

Super-forecasters
I showed virtually no regression-to-the-mean in the subsequent

year of the tournament (top 3% and 4% did)

I had better scores on both of the accuracy indicators derivable
from Brier scores

I had better calibration (neither over- nor under-confident)

I had better discrimination (assigning much higher probabilities
than to things that happened than to things that didn?t).



Other results
I Fuzzy evaluation—allowing for “near misses” due to chance

events like insane fishing boat captains—makes the
super-forecasters look even better

I Training individuals (randomly assigned to treatment groups) in
probabilistic reasoning improve performance

I Ensemble methods such as weighting by past performance and
“extremizing” forecasts (changing 0.7 to 0.9) appears to improve
over individual forecasts, though the robustness of this is still
unclear

I No teams were able to produce an average Beier score below
0.12: this roughly corresponds to an average distance between
the estimated probability and the 0/1 occurrence of the event of
around 0.25



Thank you

Email: schrodt735@gmail.com

Slides: http://eventdata.parusanalytics.com/presentations.html

Forecasting papers:
http://eventdata.parusanalytics.com/papers.html


